THF Grant Helps Conserve University Photo Collection

Southwestern University will use THF grant funds to digitize, catalogue, and rehouse work from the recently uncovered photographs of Robert Stone and Nathaniel Wilcox, 1897-1946. The two men each had a portrait studio and photographed locals around Georgetown and Central Texas at the same time. After conservation and processing, these historic images will become part of the Southwestern digital archives and be uploaded to the Portal to Texas History.

Texan Rangers Magazine Mailed

The latest issue of THF's award-winning Texas HERITAGE magazine is in the history books! Headline articles include one about John Coffee Hays and another detailing the efforts of Rangers during the 1930s to clean-up criminal activities targeting the African-American community in East Texas. Another piece focuses on the making of the new Bonnie and Clyde movie, The Highwaymen. The article tells the story of how two descendants of Texas Rangers aided in making the Netflix film a more historically accurate retelling of the pursuit of the two outlaws by Captain Frank Hamer and Ranger Maney Gault.

Become a THF member today, receive a magazine subscription, and learn about the Lone Star past each quarter.

Andy Warhol Comes to Texas

The Chisholm Trail Heritage Museum, a THF institution member, will host “Cuero Celebrates Warhol,” an exclusive exhibit featuring works from Andy Warhol’s Cowboys and Indians series, which he created just before his death in 1987. The show includes contemporary representations of historic figures such as Teddy Roosevelt, Buffalo Bill, Annie Oakley, and General George Armstrong Custer. In addition to Warhol, five other prominent artists, all inspired by Native American and Western cultures, are represented: Bob Wade, John Nieto, John Moyers, Billy Schenck, and Ira Yeager. The exhibition opens to the general public on October 11 and runs through November 17.

Grants Deadlines Announced

Since 1990, more than 300 historic preservation projects have received funding from the Texas Historical Foundation. Proposals are reviewed quarterly; upcoming deadlines for THF grant consideration are:

- DECEMBER 1 - ANNOUNCED MID-JANUARY
- MARCH 1 - ANNOUNCED MID-APRIL
- JUNE 1 - ANNOUNCED MID-JULY
- SEPTEMBER 1 - ANNOUNCED MID-OCTOBER

Thanks Members!

TEXIAN MEMBER
Ann & Craig McDonald, Lubbock

RANGER MEMBER
Laurie & Richard Baish, El Paso; Karen & Richard Goodin, Austin

PARTNER MEMBER
Greg Cain, Houston; Martha Mills, San Antonio; Thomas Swann, Waco

CONTRIBUTING MEMBER
Dora & Neil Akkerman, Houston; J.P. Barentine III, Dallas; John Cobb, Stafford; Caroline Martin, Houston; Carolyn Richardson, Vega; Rose Mary Rumbley, Dallas; Christine Sanders, Woodville; Anne Tucker, Houston; Molly Watt, San Antonio

INSTITUTION MEMBER
Bosque Museum, Clifton; Hemisfair Conservancy, San Antonio; Legislative Reference Library, Austin; San Angelo Area Foundation, San Angelo; Stanzel Model Aircraft Museum, Schulenberg; Texas Cotton Gin Museum, Burton; Villa Finale, San Antonio
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